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Dubai Accessible Travel 

and Tourism International Summit 
 

 

The tourism industry, accounting for 10% of global 

GDP, is working to regain the solid grounds lost due to 

the coronavirus pandemic. The US$9 trillion turnovers 

multi-faceted industry is confidently marching forward 

with renewed determination by tapping time-tested 

growth routes and exploring new avenues for the 

tourism dollars. 

 
The 3rd edition of the Dubai Accessible Travel and 

Tourism  International Summit (DATTIS), under the 

patronage of His Highness Sheikh Ahmed bin Saeed Al 

Maktoum, President of Dubai Civil Aviation Authority, 

Chairman of Dubai Airports and Chairman of Emirates 

Airline and Group, brings representatives and decision-

makers from international organisations, airports, airlines, 

hotels, tour operators and other relevant stakeholders to 

debate the challenges of Accessible Tourism. 

 
Experts will suggest ways and means that will make a 

world of difference for tourists with disabilities. As it 

becomes more flexible and inclusive, the travel and 

tourism industry could ensure a better future for itself. As 

they get flooded with tourists again, destinations are working 

to become safe, secure and easy to explore by the 

disabled tourists, out now in big numbers with their families 

and friends, contributing massively to the vibrant and 

dynamic industry. 

 

 

  
 

Agenda 
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Arrival of His Highness Sheikh Ahmed bin Saeed Al Maktoum, President of the Dubai Civil  
Aviation Authority, Chairman of Dubai Airports, Chairman and Chief Executive of Emirates 
Airline and Group 

 

 

 

His Excellency Ahmed Aboul Gheit, Secretary General, League of Arab States, Egypt 
 

 

The World Through Our Eyes - Experiences of tourists with disabilities in exploring the 

destination.   

Jamal Al Bedwawi, Advocate for the Rights of People with Disabilities, UAE  

The tourism industry is working to have fully accessible destinations on the planet as the stakeholders bridge 

the gaps in the levels of services and facilities that tourists with disabilities require to enjoy their trips to their 

fullest to their satisfaction. Globally, the industry is in unison to change itself remarkably the grounds through 

taking up sweeping changes. Are destinations becoming fully accessible achievable soon? What challenges 

disabled travellers to face in exploring their choicest destinations? What are their expectations from 

destinations? Are destinations working for a better future by taking their inputs and looking at themselves 

through their eyes? 

 

Photo session 

 

His Highness Sheikh Ahmed leaves the venue00 – 11:15 | Keynote Address 

Day 1 - 16 November 2022 

09:30 – 09:55 | Registration / Networking 

10:07 – 10:14 | Welcome Address 

10:16 – 10:21 | Keynote Address 

10:00 – 10:05  

10:05 – 10:07 | MC  

10:30 – 10:35  

10:22 – 10:30 
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The role of private sector to support the travel and accessible tourism in the Arab 

Countries. 

Dr. Khaled Hanafy, Secretary General, Union of Arab Chambers 

 

 

Rights of People with Disabilities - Is the world marching in the right tracks? 

Daniela Bas, Director, Division for Inclusive Social Development, United Nations Department 

of Economic and Social Affairs, USA 

Disabled people have the right to economic and social security and decent levels of living. They however 

face discrimination and barriers that restrict them from participating in society on an equal basis with 

others. UNDESA will talk about the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) that had 

been ratified by 185 countries since it got approved in December 2006. This legislation clarifies and 

qualifies all categories of rights that apply to people with disabilities and identifies areas where adaptations 

have to be made for them to effectively exercise their rights and reinforces the protection of those rights. Are 

their rights being better protected now and how the results are further enhanced for a better world? Is the 

legislation marching on the right tracks? 

 

 

    Transportation - Does it ensure a smooth experience  for travellers with Disabilities? 

 
Moderator: Ghassan Suleiman Amhaz, Secretary General, Dubai Accessible Travel and 
Tourism International Summit & Managing Director, AccessAbilities Expo 

Panel Speakers: 
Khaled Alharbi, Accessibility Advocate, The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
Hamdan Gumaan Ali Binsaad, Accessibility Advocate, Yemen 
 
The topmost challenge for people with disabilities in exploring a city is transportation that meets their basic 
needs. Are tourism destinations working towards this end? 
 
What disabled travellers require to see cities on their trips? Is the scenario changing due to new technologies? 
When are changes coming to fructify? 

 

 

 

 

Making Grounds Better - Benchmarking and Standards in Accessible Travel and 
Tourism. 
 

10:53 – 11:13 | Presentation 

- 11:58  

 

12:13 – 12:33 | Presentation 

10:35 – 10:50 | Keynote Address 
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Sachin Pavithran, Executive Director, United States Access Board, USA 
 

Every industry/domain need benchmarking and standards for growth in the long term. Accessible Travel and 
Tourism is no exception. It needs better standards for services and facilities to improve accessibility across 
the whole value chain. Can infrastructural policies, development and legislative/regulatory frameworks get 
better through benchmarking? How quality standards enable the tourism industry to become fully accessible? 
Will it bring about a quantifiable transformation? What is the ground reality now and what to expect in the 
coming years? How can governments play a role in bringing about a qualitative change as we get the gap 
bridged? 

 

 

 

Assistive technologies for facilitating mobility, services, and transportation.  
 
Assoc. Prof. Abdel-Monem El-Sharkawy, Chairman, National Academy of Information 
Technology for Persons with Disabilities (NAID), Egypt  
 
Assistive technologies (AT) are vital for enabling PWDs to live independently and for their inclusion into 
society as well as empowerment. AT and tools to enable mobility, services and transportation will be 
discussed. Some related projects supported by the Egyptian ministry of communications and information 
technology will be illustrated. 

 

 
 
“Accessible infrastructures for mobility and services" 
 
Diego Blasi, Regional Council of Tuscany, Chief of staff of Iacopo Melio, Italy 
 
Accessible private flights over Tuscany, accessible hilltop villas and guided tours turn you Tuscany visit into a 
dream vacation. We are working to make our world better for disabled tourists and focuses more on inclusive 
tourism. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Taking Aviation Accessibility to the Next Level   
 
Facilitated by: 
Nathalie Herbelles, Senior Director, Security and Facilitation, Airports Council International 
(ACI World), Canada 
Linda Ristagno, Assistant Director, External Affairs, International Air Transport Association 
(IATA), Geneva 
 
Air transport operations are highly complex: they involve many players performing activities across borders 
with highly technological equipment under strong time pressure, tight national and international regulations, 
and with an absolute commitment to safety and security. Yet the aviation industry has renewed its commitment 
to the passenger experience, and this includes enhancing the experience of the billion persons with disabilities 
traveling by air each year. With post-pandemic traffic rebounding, can the sector handle a growing number of 

12:35 – 12:50 | Presentation 

12:52 – 13:12 | Presentation 

 13:15 | End of Conference 

15:00 - 17:00 | Workshop 
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passengers while providing a more personalized service to disabled customers? Does it understand its 
customers’ needs – for instance has it paid enough attention to invisible disabilities? How do we ensure that 
the aviation workforce, experiencing a high turnover rate, is properly trained? Is the aviation sector an 
accessibility leader, a runner-up or a laggard compared to other sectors – and how can it partner with others 
to deliver excellent end-to-end experiences? 
 

  

 

 

 

 

Dubai - The long journey behind the making of an accessible global city. 

Issam Kazim, Chief Executive Officer, Dubai Corporation for Tourism and Commerce 
Marketing, (DCTCM) Dubai, UAE  

The world’s fourth most visited destination is accessible to all to explore. Dubai tourism officials are working 
towards improving and enhancing indoor and outdoor facilities for people with disabilities to enjoy all the time. 
The ‘city of superlatives’ and home to the world’s most breathtaking buildings has set a goal of becoming the 
world’s most accessible tourism destination. How does Dubai work towards the goal of becoming fully 
accessible? 

      

 

  League of Arab States: Regional Mechanism Towards Facilitating Tourism for People 
with Disabilities, Reality and Steps Forward. 

 
Moderator: Tarek Nabil El-Nabulsi, Minister Plenipotentiary, Director of Development 
and Social Policies Dept. Head of Technical Secretariat of the Council of Arab Ministers 
of Social Affairs, Egypt 
 
Panel Speakers:  
H.E. Dr. Ambassador Haifa Abu Ghazaleh, Assistant Secretary-General, Head of Social 
Affairs Sector, League of Arab States 
H.E. Nivine El-Kabbag, Minister of Social Solidarity, Arab Republic of Egypt, Permanent 
member of the Executive Office of the Council of Arab Ministers of Social Affairs 
H.E. Dr. Khaled Hanafy, Secretary General, Union of Arab Chambers  
Dr. Dalia Amara, Associate Professor –Tourism Management Studies, President 
Assistant for Tourism Studies Affairs (AASTMT) 
  
 
• The League of Arab States is an Arab mechanism to support the facilitation of tourism for persons with 

disabilities. 

• What are the requirements and how people with different disabilities can access the information required to 
enable them to travel easily. 

• Infrastructure and logistics for tourism of persons with disabilities: reality and expectations. 

• Employment and integration of people with disabilities in the tourism labor market. 

Day 2 - 17 November 2022 

- 11:42  

10:00 – 10:25 | Registration / Networking 

10:30 – 10:40 | Welcome Address 
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Accessible Tourism - Is it becoming a ‘Good Experience’ for All? 
 

Igor Stefanovic, Technical Coordinator for Accessible Tourism, Ethics, Culture and Social 
Responsibility Department, UN World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO), Spain 
 

Accessible Tourism is being promoted across the world energetically, especially after the coronavirus pandemic 
that had derailed the tourism industry. Will accessible tourism help in regaining the lost business momentum? 
Is Accessible Tourism being pursued on the right track? Which area does industry lack the focus on? Can it 
sustain the long journey? 

  

 

My Experiences - has it been challenging or happy? 

Filip Verstraete, President of Tourism for the Deaf, Policy Officer at Doof Vlaanderen 

focusing on Accessibility, President of the Advisory Committee Board on Flemish Sign 

Language, Belgium 
 

For the physically challenged people, especially the blind and deaf, everyday experiences outside their homes 
is not a cakewalk. Facing all odds and hurdles, they have to remain calm and composed. When traveling and 
visiting tourist destinations, their difficulties get enormously enlarged. What challenges tops their list? Will 
tourists with disabilities ever be able to see the world tourist sites in their full splendor? How tourists with 
disabilities can be in mainstream of tourism industry? Are destinations listening to their voices and suggestions 
to become better and responsive? 

 

 

 

 

Big Impact - Ways Accessible Tourism get better marketed. 
 

Trinidad Domínguez Vila, Professor, University of Vigo, Spain 

Tourism destinations that embraced the concept of ‘Tourism for All’ have benefitted enormously. Several cities 
remained left out till now but are joining the race. According to the European Network for Accessible Tourism 
(ENAT), 142 billion Euros is a lost opportunity if destinations don’t make themselves accessible. Accessibility 
has opened up new market opportunities. It improved competitiveness and differentiation in addition to 
enhancing the quality levels and destination image. The presentation will look at Accessible destination 
marketing and strategies and products that are needed. It will talk about providing better conveniences, ease 
of use and security and improving customer service. Will marketing work wonders for destinations in reaching 
out the world with their accessibility strengths? What components are needed in Accessible Travel and 
Tourism marketing bouquet? 

 

 

Perfect Prescription - Is the Medical Tourism growing fast? 

 

11:55 – 12:15 | Presentation 

12:17 – 12:37 | Presentation 

 12:40 – 13:40 | Break 

13:42 – 14:02 | Presentation 
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Moderator: Ghassan Suleiman Amhaz, Secretary General, Dubai Accessible Travel and 
Tourism International Summit & Managing Director, AccessAbilities Expo 
 
Panel Speakers: 
Mohamed Al Mheiri, Director of Health Tourism Department, Health Regulation Sector, 
Dubai Health Authority, UAE 
Salah Habib, Chief Executive Officer, Diamond Developers (Sanad Village), UAE  
Dr. Rola Hammoud, Chief Medical Officer, Clemenceau Medical Center, UAE 
 
 
A developing segment of the global tourism market has been medical tourism and its high growth potential 
is the focus of several destinations. The global tourism market size is expected to grow to US$53.51 billion 
in 2028 as the destinations work their ways to tap the niche segment as cities get promoted and marketed. 
About 50 countries have declared medical tourism a national industry. Are destinations benefitting by 
promoting themselves as healthcare hubs? What is the right prescription to become an ideal medical 
destination? Is the tourism industry improving in terms of infrastructure and facilities to be the 'doctor to 
the world'? Are cities preparing for healthy competition to tap the big potential and emerging challenges? 
This session looks at the entire gamut of medical tourism with experts taking the debate ahead in the post-

pandemic world. 
 

 

 

 

Accessible City - How do different sectors contribute towards making destinations 

‘accessibly’ successful for tourists? 
 

Moderator: Nathalie Herbelles, Senior Director, Security and Facilitation, Airports Council 
International (ACI World) 
Panel Speakers: 
Leonardo Marras, Economy and Tourism Regional Councillor, Italy 
Yasser Zaki, Tender Loving Care Disability Services, Australia 
Fred Maahs, Founder and CEO, Maahs Travels 
     

Destinations continue their work to become more accessible to all and friendly to the elderly and physically 
challenged. Ensuring everyone gets the right facilities and services is a multi-stakeholder’s job. Hotels, 
museums, mall, parks, restaurants, beaches and other destinations help drive the efforts to better facilities and 
improve service standards. The enormous efforts help improve the image of cities based on accessible services 
within their geographical limits. Hotels are working towards bettering themselves to meet the needs and wants 
of disabled guests to take part in this multi-billion-dollar market. How hotels and destinations can be 
accommodative comprehensively to disabled guests? Are the accommodation types and facilities in hotels 
compatible with the changing needs? Is the tourism/hotel industry working to tap the accessible tourism market 
to its full potential? How disabled tourists rank the cities based on their first-hand experiences? Why is the 
accessible cities concept getting relentlessly pursued in the tourism business context? Does accessible tourism 
offer a memorable experience right from the moment a disabled person decides to travel, booking flights/ hotels, 
undertaking a journey and returning home? Is the tourism industry making travel better for people with disabilities 
for a lasting impression among disabled tourists? 
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 15:55 | End of Conference  
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